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Intelligent Documentation as a Catalyst for Developing Cooperative
Knowledge-Based Systems
Franz Schmalhofer, Thomas Reinartz, and Bidjan Tschaitschian
German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence
University Building 57
Erwin-Schrödinger Str.
W-6750 Kaiserslautern
Germany
e-mail: schmalho@informatik.uni-kl.de
Abstract. In the long run, the development of cooperative knowledge-based systems for complex
real world domains such as production planning in mechanical engineering should yield significant
economic returns. However, large investments have already been made into the conventional
technology. Intelligent documentation, which abstracts the current practice of the industry, is
suggested as a stepping stone for developing such knowledge-based systems. A set of coordinated
knowledge acquisition tools has been developed by which intelligent documents are constructed as
an intermediate product, which by itself is already useful. Within the frame of the conventional
technology, the task- and domain specific hypertext structures allow the reuse of production plans
while simultaneously starting the development process for knowledge based systems.

1 Introduction
While the specific needs of human problem solvers have often been ignored in expert systems,
the pivotal importance of system-user interactions is now well recognized. The more recently
developed cooperative knowledge-based systems indeed support the users in their problem
solving and learning activities (Fischer, Lemke, Mastaglio & Morch, 1990; Reiser et al. 1988).
The application of such concepts to complex real world problems would yield significant
economic benefits in the long run. With these knowledge-based systems a user could solve
complex problems faster and more reliably. In addition, the expertise of the domain would be
better documented, which would facilitate its communication and also allows the reuse of old
problem solutions in related contexts.
Nevertheless, the potential sponsors and customers of cooperative knowledge-based systems
hesitate to introduce this innovation on a large scale to their companies. Since the conventional
procedures, which are currently in practice are perceived as quite adequate, hardly anybody
feels a need for change. Practitioners may even fear the uncertainties, which could arise when
knowledge-based systems are introduced into their field. When innovation is introduced the
established competence of a company could even be lost. Maturing innovative approaches so
that they work well in practice requires long development periods which are very expensive and
disruptive to the current technology. Potential customers may therefore doubt that an
innovation can be successfully applied to their domain. There is obviously a high barrier for
introducing knowledge-based systems into the industry.
This barrier is particularly severe for complex real world domains, where sophisticated
competence has been accumulated over long time periods. For example the competence in the
field of mechanical engineering is extremely elaborate and detailed and has matured over at
least hundred years (Spur, 1979).
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Over the last few years our knowledge acquisition group has developed an integrated
knowledge acquisition method. The current paper describes how an intelligent documentation
in form of a domain-specific hypertext structure is formed with this method as an intermediate
knowledge representation. Since such an intelligent documentation will yield direct benefits in
its own right, it will lower the barrier for introducing knowledge-based systems. First we
describe the complex real world domain of mechanical engineering, in order to show the
necessity of an intelligent documentation. Thereafter the integrated knowledge acquisition
method with its three coordinated tools is explained, and the resulting domain- and task-specific
hypertext as the intelligent documentation is presented.
2 The Real-World Domain of Mechanical Engineering
In the field of mechanical engineering numerous descriptions exist as written documents and
through the explanations of various domain experts. Such descriptions are usually uncommittal:
imprecisely stated, at different levels of generality, overall incomplete and at times even
contradictory. In other words, the knowledge of the field is quite badly documented. This
knowledge is nevertheless needed for solving specific problems such as for example the
manufacturing of rotational parts. Because of the quantity and variety of knowledge which
enters into solving such problems, the planning of the manufacturing process is itself complex.
2.1 The Manufacturing of Rotational Parts
The technique for manufacturing a rotational part is best understood by a comparison to
pottery. The manufacturing processes are similar to making a pot in the following way: One puts
or attaches a piece of clay to a potter's wheel and shapes the clay to a specific form, only by
removing some parts of the clay while the potter's wheel is turned. Contrary to the soft clay,
which also allows a potter to push some material to a neighboring position, a rota-tional part or
workpiece (metals) is shaped, solely by removing materials with a hard cutting tool.
Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of a (partial) workplan for a rotational part. The
geometric form of the mold and the target workpiece are overlayed and shown at the top part of
the figure (in the middle). The chucking fixture (seen as the black area on the left and the black
triangle on the right side) is rotated with the attached mold (a 500 mm long cylinder indicated
by the shaded area) with the longitudinal axis of the cylinder as the rotation center. The
sequence of cuts are indicated by the numbers 1 to 7. For each cut the cutting tool, the cutting
parameters, and the cutting path are also shown in the figure. For example, the cutting tool
number 1 has the specification "CSSNL 3232 C15 SNGN151016 TO 3030". It is applied to
remove a part of the upper layer of the cylinder with a rotation speed of v c = 450 m / min, a
feed of f = 0,45 mm/U and a cutting depth of a p = 5 mm. A complete description of the real
world operations would also include further technological data of the workpiece (surface
roughness, material, etc.) and precise workshop data (CNC machines with their rotation power
and number of tools and revolvers, etc.).
This plan is relatively simple in comparison to the planning processes by which it was
generated. Human experts require several hours to produce the first complete version of the
plan. A total of two days is spent before it is successfully tested and a qualitatively good plan is
obtained. The following facts of the application domain may explain why these planning
processes are so time consuming.
About 1.8 * 107 toolholders and 1.5 * 10 8 tool inserts can be specified within the ISO norm
5608 and the ISO norm 1832. However, only 3.5 * 10 12 cutting tools are potentially usable.
The very large number (2.6965*10 15 ) of meaningless specifications (i.e. specifications for
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of a typical workplan for a rotational part (From "Examples
for Application" (pp. 25-27), Plochingen Neckar, Germany: Feldmühle AG. Copyright 1984
by Feldmühle AG. Reprinted by permission.)
which no cutting tool can be physically assembled) shows the inadequacy of the ISO notations.
From the potentially useful cutting tools 40 000 tools are commercially available and a medium
sized company will typically apply 5000 tools in their production. Some highly specialized
cutting tools may in addition specifically be constructed for the manufacturing of some
workpiece. A workplan typically uses between 6 and 16 tools. Since a number of parameters
have to be determined from a continuum (chucking force, cutting speed, feed and path, etc.) the
number of possible alternatives can be considered arbitrarily large. Depending on the various
cutting parameters (see Figure 1) each of the tools can be used in different ways to produce
different effects. Although they provide a structure into which the tools can be sorted, the
existing ISO norms are not sufficiently tailored to the needs of the planning process.
The production plan must also fit the specific CNC machine which is used for manufacturing
the workpiece. For each company the CNC machines are individually configured from a set of
different components. The configuration of a machine depends on the spectrum of workpieces
and the lot size which the company expects to produce. Therefore rarely two lathe machines of
a company are completely identical.
A company has a typical history and profile with respect to the workpieces it usually produces.
The typical manufacturing cases of a company can therefore be found in firm records so that
they can be reused when a similar workpiece needs to be produced.
There are a number of interdependencies between the tools, the CNC machines and the
workpieces to be produced. CNC machines must have a large enough revolver to keep all the
necessary tools. In addition, the CNC machine must have enough power to achieve the required
cutting speed and force for the operations specified in the plan.
Since the quality of the resulting plan is very high whereas the planning processes themselves
are not completely knowledge-based in the sense that the plans have to be developed to some
degree by trial and error in the real world, human experts often obtain a new plan by modifying
previous planning products to the new problems. The information and the knowledge which is
needed for production planning is distributed among at least three different sources.
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2.2 Characterization of the Relevant Information Sources
Human Experts. Human experts are known to form and utilize concept hierarchies (Chase &
Ericcson, 1982; Chi, Feltovich & Glaser, 1981) in such a way that the most useful distinctions
are made for their domain of expertise (de Groot, 1966). Within this concept hierarchy there
exist so called basic level categories (Rosch, 1978; Hoffmann & Zießler, 1983). These categories
tend to be formed so that the associated task related operations can be successfully applied to
the members of each category (Chi, Feltovich & Glaser, 1981). An expert's concept hierarchy
should thus have uniform solution methods stored with each concept (Anderson 1990, Chapter
3). Usually, these solution methods consist of compiled knowledge and cannot be directly
expressed verbally. An expert's judgements about prob-lem similarities may, however, be used
to infer the underlying hierarchical organization.
Written Documents. In mechanical engineering written documents exist in the form of text
books for engineering students, practical guidelines for the various applications in the domain
and catalogues from tool manufacturers. The text books present the relevant knowledge from
geometry and physics in a task independent way such as the calculation of angles, the
decomposition of forces and classifications of materials on the basis of physical and chemical
properties. There are also descriptions of application specific models and summaries of
experiments about the applicability of different types of tools. In the catalogues of the tool
manufacturers, the more specific experimental results about the offered tools are published. The
practical guidelines describe particular problems and present relevant criteria which should be
considered when tackling these problems.
Solutions of Previous Manufacturing Problems. The solutions of previous
manufacturing problems (i.e. manufacturing plans) which have been proven successful by
numerous applications in the real world can be found in databases (or filing cabinets) of the
different manufacturers. A set of qualitatively good cases which is representative of the de-sired
competence of the future knowledge based system can provide important information.
The large amount of different types of information, which are used according to some
conventional procedures, emerged over a long development period. The large number of
interdependencies among the components of the planning procedure and the different types of
information also make it difficult to introduce a differently structured innovative procedure,
without a long period of preparation. Because of the forbidding high investment cost, it is
almost impossible to successfully introduce knowledge-based systems into such complex real
world domains by a single software project.
In order to overcome this barrier, one would therefore need to make some preparatory steps,
which are beneficial in their own right. We thus suggest to define a milestone for introducing
knowledge-based systems, which, however, can be seen as a goal of its own. An intelligent
documentation of the actual procedures, which is organized according to the structure of a
possibly future knowledge-based system is such an intermediate step. The following section
describes how an integrated knowledge acquisition method can be used to develop an intelligent
documentation of production planning, from which a knowledge-based system can be
subsequently constructed.
3 Integrated Knowledge Acquisition Method
When knowledge is independently acquired from different, but equally respectable sources
(e.g. different experts, different information sources) or with different and equally profitable
tools, knowledge may be integratively analyzed. Since several relevant information sources
have been identified, an integrated knowledge acquisition method has been developed, that
uses several tools to accomplish intelligent documentation and an efficient utilization of these
sources, as well as an early verification of the elicited knowledge.
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The purpose of intelligent documentation as well as documentation in general is to support users
in their problem solving activities. In order to support the human problem solving strategies for
production planning, an intelligent documentation of the relevant information sources should be
oriented towards the human problem solving activities.
In the following, some important issues from investigations of expert's problem solving behavior
are presented, resulting in a model of expertise for production planning. Then the requirements
for an integrative approach are addressed, followed by the introduction of the integrated
knowledge acquisition method. Finally, a brief description of their tools is given.
3.1 Basic Requirements
Supposedly an expert's memories include a hierarchy of workpiece classes. Results from
cognition (Chi, Feltovich & Glaser, 1981; Egan & Schwartz, 1979; de Groot, 1966; Chase &
Ericcson, 1982) provide substantial evidence that these classes have been formed according to
skeletal production plans.
In an empirical investigation (Thoben, Schmalhofer & Reinartz 1991), and a related thinkaloud study (Schmidt, Legleitner & Schmalhofer, 1990), the expert's problem solving behavior
for finding a production plan was investigated in detail. The results showed that nearly all
production planning can be seen as modification planning, i.e. a more or less abstract skeletal
plan (Friedland & Iwasaki, 1985; Chien, 1989) is retrieved and subsequently refined to a
specific workplan. When the skeletal plan is quite general, skeletal plan refinement, which relies
on generative planning processes, plays the major role. When the skeletal plan is so specific that
it is very close to a detailed production plan, the memory retrieval accomplishes the planning
goal (replication planning). Replication planning is thus a special case of modification planning
(Hammond, 1989), where a complete plan is already available. Between these two extremes the
various forms of modification planning occur, where the planning effort is differently
distributed between the retrieval of the skeletal plan and its refinement.
Model of Expertise. From these investigations a model of expertise (Breuker & Wielinga,
1989) has been developed (see Figure 4, left side): The problem of production planning consists
of finding an adequate production plan for a given workpiece which is to be manufactured in
some given factory. The description of the workpiece is presented by the workpiece model and
the description of the factory (i.e. the available machines and tools) by the factory model. From
these concrete data an abstract feature description of the workpiece and an abstract context
specification are obtained through the application of abstraction or classification rules. To these
abstract workpiece and context descriptions a skeletal plan can be associated which may be seen
as an abstraction of a concrete production plan. The skeletal plan is then refined with the help
of the workpiece and the factory models so that an executable production plan is obtained.
In order to develop a documentation which fits the described human problem solving strategies,
the different information sources should be documented with respect to this model, i.e. elicited
knowledge units have to be categorized according to the knowledge sources and meta-classes in
the model of expertise.
With the previously developed integrated knowledge acquisition method (Schmalhofer, Kühn &
Schmidt, 1991) the relevance and sufficiency of the elicited knowledge, and problems with
redundancies and contradictions can be assessed. Consequently, a respective intelligent
documentation will also provide an assessment of the relevance and sufficiency of the
information and the elimination of redundancies and contradictions.
Relevance and Sufficiency Assessment. The relevance and the sufficiency of general
knowledge units can be determined by having an expert explain prototypical target tasks (cases)
with the general knowledge units. These units (e.g. general statements from a text or general
experiences from human experts) are elicited, because of their great generality and high
reliability. High quality task solutions are selected, so that the specific set of examples forms a
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base for all problems which the expert system is supposed to solve. Because the set of examples
defines the particular area of competence of the knowledge-based system, they can be used as a
guide for selecting those general knowledge units which constitute the relevant knowledge. By
having the expert instantiate the general knowledge with respect to the specific cases and by
performing constructive explanations, a bridge is built between the general knowledge units and
the specific cases. Thereby a knowledge integration can be performed between a case base and
a text, or a case base and general expert experiences. Relevance and sufficiency are
consequently assessed with respect to the selected cases.
Elimination of Redundancies and Contradictions. In order to eliminate major
redundancies and overt contradictions the various knowledge units must be compared in a
systematic way. The model of expertise together with the domain oriented decomposition into
subtasks provides a useful categorization for the elicited knowledge units. By comparing the
knowledge units of a category with all other knowledge units of the category the most critical
redundancies and contradictions are eliminated.
Early Knowledge Verification. Through the application of these principles an early
knowledge verification is performed. With informally presented knowledge (e.g. natural
language sentences and rules), which is often more comprehensible to a human expert (Schmidt
& Wetter, 1989) relevance, sufficiency, redundancies and contradictions can be identified
relatively soon. Formal considerations (i.e. completeness and consistency of the knowledge
base) are thereby already treated with informally denoted knowledge. Performing such formal
considerations at an informal level is termed early knowledge verification.
3.2 Acquisition Method
These requirements are met by the integrated knowledge acquisition method (Schmalhofer,
Kühn & Schmidt, 1991), which has been developed for constructing cooperative knowledgebased systems. This general method can be applied for constructing an intelligent
documentation. We propose to combine knowledge units, elicited from several information
sources, with different acquisition tools and on various levels of abstraction, with respect to the
model of expertise and the elicitation history. Thus we get means to provide high-level
explanation facilities (Yetim, 1991) and to store suitable information about interdependencies of
the knowledge units.
In the following we describe two coordinated knowledge acquisition tools, which were designed
to construct an intelligent documentation on route to a formal knowledge base: The case
experience combination system or CECoS (Bergmann & Schmalhofer, 1991) and the case
oriented knowledge acquisition method from texts or COKAM+ (Schmidt & Schmalhofer,
1990). After the documented information has been formalized a skeletal plan generation
procedure SP-GEN (Schmalhofer, Bergmann, Kühn & Schmidt, 1991) can be applied to
construct skeletal plans for the different problem classes.
Figure 2 shows how CECoS and COKAM+ are used to construct an intelligent documentation
of human problem solving strategies and related information for production planning on route
to the development of a knowledge-based system. A hierarchy of problem classes from the set
of selected cases and a hierarchy of operator classes from the set of operations, which occur in
the plan of the selected cases, are delineated by CECoS.
With COKAM+ the set of operations and the operator classes which have so far only been
delineated by their extensions are now specified in terms of preconditions and consequences,
which have to be formalized to STRIPS-like operator definitions. The preconditions and
consequences at the various levels of generality are related by common sense and engineering
knowledge. Both types of knowledge are interactively extracted from written documents.
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The knowledge acquisition tools COKAM+ and CECoS are applied to the same set of cases so
that the knowledge acquired with these tools will complement one another. The domain and
common sense knowledge is supplied by COKAM+. The definition of operator classes and the
definition of production classes are obtained through CECoS. The white boxes of Figure 2 show
the global structure of the intelligent documentation and the grey boxes below show the
corresponding entities in the knowledge-based system.
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With the interactive tool CECoS hierarchically structured problem and operator classes are
obtained which closely correspond to the hierarchical organization in the expert's memory.
Similarity Judgements. In the first step of the CECoS procedure a human expert judges the
similarity of pairwise presented problems or operators on a discrete scale between 1 (very
different) and 7 (very similar). Since a complete comparison yields n*(n-1)/2 judgements for n
items, it may be useful to group items in classes with respect to global and obvious similarities
as a primary step, and to take these classes as the items of the initial paired comparison. Later
on CECoS may be applied to each class separately and the resulting tree structures can be
joined (see Schmalhofer & Thoben, in press). Thus the complexity is now basically linear
instead of a polynomial increase with the number of items (cases or operators) being
considered.
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Figure 3: Resulting hierarchy of problem classes for rotational parts in mechanical engineering
from an example application of CECoS
Hierarchical Cluster Analysis. A hierarchical cluster analysis is separately applied to each
of the resulting similarity matrix. The outcome is a hierarchy of problem or operator classes
which are extensionally defined by their reference to the items, for which similarity judgements
were given in the first step. Each class subsumes its subordinate classes and instances, i.e. every
item, which belongs to a certain class within the hierarchy, is also a member of all classes from
the root to the specific class. Figure 3 shows such a hierarchy of problem classes for rotational
parts, which was received by an example application to CECoS on 60 different cases, which
varied in five geometries, four workpiece materials, and three turning machines. Each terminal
problem class 0 to 10 consists of several single cases, which have been grouped in a primary
step. The CECoS procedure has also been applied to the classes 5 and 6 (see Reinartz, 1991).
The vertical distance between two classes within the hierarchy shows the grade of similarity.
Thus the classes 1 and 2 are more similar than the classes 3 and 4. Classes marked by an
asterisk include some cases with corresponding skeletal plans acquired in a related study
(Thoben, Schmalhofer & Reinartz, 1991; Schmalhofer & Thoben, in press).
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Figure 4: How the model of expertise yields different views and guides the intensional
definitions of problem classes in CECoS
Acquisition of Features. After the extensional definition of the problem classes the expert
is asked to define each class intensionally by naming several features. CECoS presents a certain
class and the expert can type some features, but has to take into account that every named
feature has to fit all subordinate problem classes, since the subsumption principle holds. For
example "long workpiece" is a quite general feature, which belongs to class B (and hence to all
classes in the subtree of class B), whereas "threat M60x2" is more precise and describes a
terminal class in the (not shown) subtree of class 6. The operator classes, on the other hand, are
intensionally defined within the tool COKAM+ (see section 3.4).
Views. Each feature can be seen as a single knowledge unit, which is used to explain a certain
problem class. The next step on route to develop a formal knowledge-base is to structure these
units according to the model of expertise. For large and complex real world domains such as
mechanical engineering it is necessary to divide the knowledge base into several specific
reference areas. This strategy can be compared with modularization for large programming
tasks in Software Engineering (Wachsmuth & Meyer-Fujara, 1990). The main reason for
modularization is to reduce the complexity of the resulting system. A structured knowledge
base may also easily be developed and changed, since each 'module' can be treated more or less
independently. Thus the following steps in CECoS are less complex, if the knowledge base has
been appropriately partitioned before.
A model of expertise (Kühn & Schmalhofer, 1992) whose general structure is shown in Figure
4 guides our modularization of the knowledge base. Since each reference area can be interpreted as one special view of the knowledge base, we call our 'knowledge modules' views. Each
rectangle of the model of expertise defines one single view. Thus we distinguish product, environment and plan view, and concrete and abstract views, so that all in all six single views exist.
The expert has to assign every feature to one of these views by marking the corresponding field
in a table (see Figure 4). For example the feature "long" with its absolute meaning is assigned to
the single view 'concrete product view'. Since we do not expect, that every feature can be assigned clearly to one single view, because the different reference areas are not absolutely inde-
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pendent, we also allow the assignment of a feature to two or more views. Such assignments are
called combined view assignments. For example the feature "long" in a relative sense (i.e.
length as a difference between workpiece and turning machine) is such a combined view feature, because it relates 'concrete product view' and 'concrete environment view' to one another.
Consistency and Redundancy Assessment. After the features have been assigned to the
various single and combined views a consistency and redundancy assessment is performed
(Tschaitschian, 1991). This assessment is first performed separately for each view. After this
local consistency and redundancy assessment is established, the respective checks can be made
at a more global level. These consistency and redundancy checks are less complex through the
modularization of the knowledge base, since not every possible interaction between two
arbitrary features has to be considered, but only the designated ones.
Formalization. Within the last two steps the so far elicited knowledge base is formalized.
First, in a semiformalization, the expert has to define his features in terms of more simple
expressions. Each feature is presented with its views and the expert has to fill in his
explanations in a template (see lower part of Figure 4). He is only allowed to use terms of the
respective views, since the feature belongs to this part of the knowledge base. These
explanations are then used to give a formal definition of the features, and the problem classes
are consequently defined by the conjunction of the respective feature formalizations. The
formalization is also structured by the different views, so that this task is similarly modularized
to the consistency and redundancy assessment.
The choice of a sufficient knowledge representation language is important and has to suffer the
requirements given by the procedure. A first attempt has been made by using a KL-ONE like
representation system, but unfortunately it failed, since it was too inefficient, and not powerful
enough to define the features in a sufficient manner (see Reinartz, 1991).
Because the class definitions are based on expert judgements, the classes should be defined at
the right level of generality (Rosch, 1978): They should be general enough so that a large
number of specific problems fall into the different classes and they should be specific enough to
provide operational knowledge for production planning.
A detailed description of the example application to 60 cases named above and the
formalization approaches in a KL-ONE like knowledge representation language are given in
(Reinartz, 1991) and (Schmalhofer & Thoben, in press).
3.4 Case Oriented Knowledge Acquisition with COKAM+
With the tool COKAM+ (see Schmidt, 1992) information about the complex machining
operations is interactively extracted from a text and subsequently enhanced by the expert's
elaborations. The extracted information is then mapped to a model of mechanical engineering
actions (domain model) and in addition categorized according to the views which are derived
from the model of expertise. The so collected knowledge thus provides an explanation of each
step in the production plan and specifies the conditions which are required for its application
and the resulting consequences.
Figure 5 shows an example from Schmidt (1992) which demonstrates how an operation is
explained in terms of its preconditions and consequences. The particular operation (denotation
of operation), that is explained here, is the first cut of the workplan that was shown in Figure 1.
As can be seen from the first precondition node ("cutting speeds"), one of the general
preconditions of this operation requires SN-ceramics to be used with a cutting speed lower than
800m/min. The nodes of the task-related engineering and common sense knowledge, that are
linked to the first precondition node explain that the specific materials (SN80 and GGG90) fall
into the required categories of SN ceramics and cast iron. The consequence nodes inform
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has a rough surface.

preconditions

denotation of operation

consequences

Figure 5: Documentation of the preconditions and consequences of operators with COKAM+
(after Schmidt, 1992)
how for example the surface roughness resulting from the operation is determined. From such
precondition and consequence descriptions STRIPS-like ADD and DELETE lists can later on be
derived for the formal knowledge base.
3.5 Skeletal Plan Generation with SP-GEN
The skeletal plan generation procedure (SP-GEN) (Schmalhofer, Bergmann, Kühn & Schmidt,
1991) is based on explanation-based generalization as described by (Mitchell, Keller & KedarCabelli, 1986). The domain and common sense knowledge acquired with COKAM+ is thereby
used as the domain theory and the hierarchy of manufacturing classes is employed to specify
operationality criteria. Depending upon the selected manufacturing class and the respective
operationality criteria, a more or less general skeletal plan will be obtained from a given case.
The problem classes elicited by CECoS are defined so that a useful skeletal plan will exist for
each problem class.
A skeletal plan is constructed in SP-GEN in four phases:
1. In the first phase the execution of the source plan is simulated and explanations for the
effects of the individual operations are constructed.
2. In the second phase the generalization of these explanations is performed with respect to a
criterion of operationality, that specifies the vocabulary for defining abstract operators for
the skeletal plan.
3. In the third phase, a dependency analysis of the resulting operator effects unveils the
substantial interactions of the concrete plan.
4. In the fourth phase the concept descriptions for the abstract operators of the skeletal plan
are formed by collecting and normalizing the important constraints for each operation that
were indicated by the dependencies.
In summary, with the developed knowledge acquisition tools different types of information can
thus be intelligently documented: its relevance and sufficiency is assessed, redundancies and
contradictions are eliminated and knowledge is thereby verified.
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4 Domain- and Task-Specific Hypertext as Intelligent Documentation
The development of an intelligent documentation of the real world knowledge which is relevant
for some application such as production planning in mechanical engineering is an important
stepping stone for constructing cooperative knowledge based systems.
Since the presented knowledge acquisition method integrates several information sources using
different knowledge acquisition tools, and since knowledge is elicited with respect to a model of
expertise, there is a need to structure and combine the resulting documents in a sophisticated
manner. We propose to build a hypertext with the coordinated knowledge acquisition tools
CECoS and COKAM+ to obtain intelligent documents. Therefore we also may integrate
hypertext facilities in the knowledge acquisition method.
In the following we present an example of a possible hypertext, which can be built with CECoS
and COKAM+. Further benefits for knowledge-based systems through incorporation of
hypertext structures are given in the second part of this chapter.
Figure 6 shows the structure of the hypertext in which data is stored in a network of nodes
connected by links. Each case is an instance of a problem class. The problem classes are
hierarchically structured, where each class is defined by several features and each feature
belongs to a certain category. The hypertext provides access to the classes of the hierarchy, their
feature descriptions and all concrete cases which belong to a class. It also includes the
visualization of the cases. Through the categorization of the features according to the model of
expertise, it is possible to access features with respect to a certain view. For example the feature
"long workpiece", which belongs to the 'concrete product view' (a single view), is used to define
a terminal class in the problem hierarchy. These proposed hypertext facilities might be of
interest in knowledge retrieval under specific aspects.
Analogous to a case each operator, which is part of a production plan, is an instance of an
operator class. The hierarchically structured operator classes have dual definitions. The
mechanical engineering (ME) descriptions refer to the CNC machine instructions which perform
an operation of a certain type. Parallel to this definition, each operator class is also defined in
terms of STRIPS-like preconditions and consequences which have been elicited with COKAM+.
Abstract and refine relations (also from COKAM+) connect abstract and concrete operator
descriptions. The CNC machine instructions, the STRIPS-like operator definitions and the
abstract and refine relations, are also categorized according to the identified views.
Obviously the different hierarchical structures and the various task-related links, which make
up the domain- and task-specific hypertext allow a better access to the information needed for
production planning. The task-specific hypertext links provide an easy access to the information
which is relevant for performing the task. For example, if a sequence of machining operations is
needed which manufactures a certain type of workpiece, access to an operation sequence or
even CNC machine instructions can easily be found via the problem class, into which the
manufacturing problem falls. Similarly, an access to segments of CNC instructions may be
found through the defined operator classes. The CNC-programs as well as macros are thus
explained in terms of a model of expertise and stored accordingly, so that they can be easily
accessed for reuse (Redmiles, 1990).
The dependencies which exist among the different information items with respect to the task
that is to be performed are explicitly represented by the links of the hypertext, so that the
important constraints for achieving the goals of a task are made explicit. What belongs together
in a task is also stored closely together.
The hypertext also integrates all the available task-relevant information that was previously
separately stored. By cross checking the information from different sources redundancies and
contradictions are eliminated and the relevance and sufficiency of the stored information has
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Figure 6: Intelligent documentation of relevant information sources as a domain- and taskspecific hypertext
been assessed. This yields an early knowledge verification. The proposed hypertext facilitates
the integration of knowledge from several information sources and different acquisition tools
and is thus a more intelligent documentation of the information, available in the field.
Hypertext provides powerful means for intelligently storing the elicitation history of knowledge
units. For example, each knowledge unit in the formal knowledge base is linked to its
semiformal and informal predecessors. In addition each unit is related to the model of expertise
and the domain model, as well as to the respective class. Thus it is easy to follow the
formalization process of a knowledge unit and to investigate knowledge units according to a
common view or to a common task within production planning. It is even possible to retrieve
knowledge units with respect to both of these aspects. Furthermore the context in which a
knowledge unit has been elicited can be presented (e.g. the case including the concrete CNC
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program, a graphical presentation, the initial and final states, etc.). So hypertext techniques
allow a powerful interface between informal and formal knowledge bases.
The hypertext structure also provides a good facility to generate high level explanations. Thus
the user may look up an explanation for each operator generated by the expert system. The
operator relies on several preconditions which have been successfully tested by the system, and
has some consequences which are suitable to accomplish an intermediate production state. The
preconditions and consequences can be explained to the user informally and on different levels
of generality through the hypertext structure by following the links from the formal to the
informal knowledge.
Since hypertexts provide browsing possibilities, the flexibility for extensions and other
advantages, the proposed documentation is already useful in the conventional setting. The
human problem solver is supported in finding an appropriate previous case for modification
planning, respective CNC-programs and information can be more easily shared between
different task categories, thus contributing to the goal of computer-integrated manufacturing.
The hypertext is also structured in accordance with the processes which are performed for
constructing a manufacturing plan. It therefore forms an intermediate stage for building a
respective knowledge-based system (Schmalhofer, Kühn & Schmidt, 1991). After the
information, which is stored in the different nodes of the hypertext, is transferred into formal
representations, the skeletal plan generation procedure SP-GEN can be used to develop a
prototypical knowledge base. By striking a balance between the past and future developments,
the barriers for innovation can thus be lowered.
5 Conclusion
The domain- and task-specific hypertext, which is built with CECoS and COKAM+ yields direct
benefits for the human problem solving activities in the current conventional setting. The
hypertext is structured according to a model of expertise, which reflects the human problem
solving strategies at a general level and which can, in addition, be employed for the top-down
design of a knowledge-based system.
Therefore, the proposed intelligent documentation strikes a beneficial balance between the
already existing conventional procedures, into which large investments have been made over
long time periods and the necessity for introducing innovation via cooperative knowledge-based
systems. Since intelligent documentation provides direct benefits and since it is an intermediate
state for constructing knowledge based systems, it lowers the barrier for introducing innovation
in complex real world domains.
The current conceptual developments of intelligent documentation in form of a domain-specific
hypertext were elaborated on the basis of two previous implementations. Although the
structures which were constructed by the previous implementations of the knowledge
acquisition tools CECoS (Bergmann & Schmalhofer, 1991), COKAM+ (Schmidt &
Schmalhofer, 1990) and SP-GEN (Schmalhofer, Bergmann, Kühn & Schmidt, 1991) bear a
clear resemblance to the hypertext links shown in Figure 6, the previous versions of CECoS and
COKAM+ were independently implemented. The practical experience with the actual
implementations supplied essential insights for the development of the new concepts. This paper
thus provides the conceptual frame for a coordinated implementation with an extended
functionality that yields a domain- and task specific hypertext.
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